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Let G be a separable, locally prolinite (i.e., locally compact and totally 
disconnected) group with centre Z, and L an open subgroup of G contain- 
ing Z and such that L/Z is compact. This note contains a couple of results 
on the structure of (smooth) representations of G induced from irreducible 
(therefore finite-dimensional) representations of L. The first demonstrates 
the equivalence of various “finiteness” conditions on the induced represen- 
tation, while the second gives a finiteness property in the general case. An 
immediate corollary of the second is the fact (well known for p-adic reduc- 
tive groups) that a given irreducible representation of L can occur in at 
most finitely many irreducible supercuspidal representations of G. 
In the case, for example, where G is a general linear group over a non- 
Archimedean local field and L is a maximal compact mod centre subgroup, 
it has long been appreciated that an irreducible representation of G induced 
from L is automatically supercuspidal. Indeed, this observation is the 
starting point of the current theory of classification of supercuspidals, see, 
for example, [6]. Our results answer the frequently encountered question 
as to what happens when the induced representation is not irreducible. 
As the extreme generality of our hypotheses indicates, the results here are 
straightforward, even formal, in nature. It is this essential simplicity, as 
much as the results themselves, which prompts me to write this rather easy 
little note. 
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INDUCED REPRESENTATIONS 
1. REPRESENTATIONS OF LOCALLY PROFINITE 
Let G be a separable locally profinite group. We assume throughout that 
G is unimodulur. This restriction is largely for convenience, and is satisfied 
in all concrete cases of relevance. 
We recall a few definitions and facts from the smooth representation 
theory of G, and fix our notation. For the background here, see the first 
few pages of [ 11. Let (n, V), 7~: G -+ Aut,( V), be a representation of C on 
a complex vector space V. If H is a subgroup of G, we write V” for the 
space of z(H)-fixed vectors in V. Recall that u E V is called G-lmrooth i:l 
u E VK for some compact open subgroup K of G. The representation (n, Vj 
is called smooth if every v E V is G-smooth. II is called admissible 3, In_ 
tion, V’” is finite-dimensional for every compact open subgroup K of 
If (rr, 5’) is a smooth representation of 6, we write (77, P) for the 
contragredient or smooth dual of (rc, V). Thus v is the space of all G-smooth 
elements of Hom,( V, C) under its natural G-action. We write 
() )‘,: vx La= (H.1) 
for the canonical evaluation pairing. We note one useful fact. 
For every compact open subgroup K of G, restrictiorz of 
( 5 ) v induces an isomorphism ( 8)” zz (1.2) 
Now let Z denote the centre of G, and let 2: Z + @’ be a smooth 
homomorphism (i.e., x has open kernel). Recall that the smootb represen.. 
tation (rr, V) of G is called a X-representatior? if z(z) 17 =x(z) u for all 17 E P-, 
z E Z. In this general context, a representation (n, V) of G is called S~,JEP- 
cuspidal if 
(a) (n, V) is admissible; 
(b) jrc, Vi is a X-representution, for some y; 
(c) for every u E V, 17 E v, the .function 
g+-+ (4g) v, c> v, gEG> (1.3) 
is compactly supported mod Z. 
If (x, V) is admissible, we have a canonical identification (E, P) = (rr, Y)? 
from which it follows that (rr, V) is supercuspidal if and only if (ii, 8) is 
supercuspidai. We recall also that irreducible supercuspidal X-represen- 
tations are both projective and injective objects in the category of smoo;h 
X-representations of G (see [l, Theorem 1.23 or [Z, (5.4.1)3 f. 
We now recall the notions of induced representation. Let H be a closed 
subgroup of G, and we assume that H is unimodular, again just for 
convenience. Let (a, B’) be a smooth representation of 
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(a) X = the space offunctions 9: G -+ W satisj$ng 
4(k) = 0th) d(g), h E K g E G. (1.4) 
Then G acts on X by right translation, giving a (not necessarily smooth) 
representation (n, X) of G: 
n(g) 4: g1++ dkl gh g,g,~G,dEX. 
We now let V be the space of G-smooth elements of X, and this gives us 
a smooth representation (n, V) of G. Explicitly, 
(b) V = the space of all C$ E Xfor which there exists a compact 
open subgroup K= K(4) of G satisjjkg d(gx) = d(g), 
forallgEG,xEK, (1.4) 
and G acts on V by right translation, as above. The space V has a 
G-subspace c V defined by 
(c) c V = the space of all 4 E V with compact support module H. (1.4) 
Thus we have two smooth representations of G, which we sometimes 
denote 
(rc, c V) = c-Indg(o) = c-Ind(o), 
(7c, V) = Ind$(a) = Ind(o). 
There is a canonical H-homomorphism q: V-t W by q: 4 t+ 4( 1). 
If (rc’, V’) is some smooth representation of G, and LX V’+ W is 
an H-homomorphism, we see immediately that there is a unique 
G-homomorphism CI,: V’ -+ V such that q . CI* = CI. Explicitly, for v’ E V’, 
CI*(V’) is the function 
a*(v’): g t-+ 4x’(g) v’), gEG. 
In other words, we have a canonical isomorphism (Frobenius Reciprocity) 
Hom&rc’, 0) z Horn&z’, Ind(o)). (1.5) 
Finally, we recall a straightforward duality result for induced representa- 
tions: 
Let dg be a right G-invariant measure on H\G. The pairing 
($4 @) l-b J,; G (d(g), @k))w& d E c-Ind(a), CD E Ind(d), 
induces a G-isomorphism Ind(c?) 2 (c-Ind(a))‘. 
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2. INDUCTION FROM OPEN SUBGROUPS 
We now give our first result. 
THEOREM 1. Let G be a unimodular, separable, locally, profinite gwup. 
Let L be an open subgroup of G, containing and compact modu!o t&e cetltre 
Z of 6. Let (o, W) be an irreducible smooth representation C$ L, The 
$oUoxing conditions are equitlalent: 
(ij hdF(cr) is admissible: 
(ii) c-Indz(o) is admissible; 
(iii) c-hdF(o) = Indy(a) (i.e., the canonical inciusion map c-Ind(aj -+ 
Ind(a) is an isomorphism); 
(iv) Ind~(a) is a finite direct sum of irreducible supercusp;da’lr: 
representations C$ 6. 
Moreocer> if (a, Wj satisfies these conditiouis, then so does (E:, @;)~ 
(2.1 j Remarks. (a) In the case of G a p-adic reductive group, one can 
er more here: see Section 3. 
(b) One can make more general statements. For example, one car: 
repIace Z by a subgroup of 2 of finite index, without really changing 
anything. 
Pro@: As above, we write Ind(,G) = (rc, 2% c-Ind(o) = (n, c Y). 
(i) * (ii). Trivial. 
(ii) =c- (iii). Let K be a compact open subgroup of G. Define a set 
S c L\ G;‘K by 
Then if LgKE S and 4 E VK satisfies qS( g) f 0, the function. #IS! defined by 
lies in c VK. Moreover, if we have distinct double cosets &,KE S, I f id E’, 
the corresponding functions (gi) di lie in c YK and form a linearly inde- 
pendent set. By (ii), the space c VA ’ is finite-dimensional, and it folloivs that 
S is finite. However, for any 4 E I ‘K the support of q? is a union of double , 
cosets LgKE S. Therefore any such # is compactly supported mod L7 and 
VK = L’ VK1 as required for (iii). 
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(iii)+(i). Suppose that Ind(o) is not admissible. Therefore there 
exists a compact open subgroup K of G for which the space VK is not 
finite-dimensional. Define S as in (2.2) again. Since W is finite-dimensional, 
a coset LgKE S supports at most a finite-dimensional space of functions 
r so it follows that S is infinite. For each LgK E S, choose a function 
with 4,(g) # 0. The function 
cp(x) = { yx) if xELgKE.9, 
otherwise, 
then lies in VK but not in c I’r contradicting (iii). 
(iv) * (i). Trivial.’ 
(i) * (iv). Let d E c-kid(o), @ E c-Ind(6). The integral 
($4 $)=jG,z (d(g), t4g))wd~~ i 
where dg is some Haar measure on G/Z, always converges. Since L/Z is 
compact, this pairing is, up to a positive constant factor, the restriction of 
the canonical pairing (1.6) between Ind(o) = IndiG) and c-Ind(5). Since, by 
(iii), c-Ind(aj = Ind(o), it identifies c-Ind(cr) % c-Ind(g)-. In particular, 
c-Ind(d) is admissible, and (6, @) therefore satisfies the equivalent condi- 
tions (i)-(iii). This says more: any coefficient of c-Ind(o j is of the form 
h E G, 
for some 4 E c-Ind(a), $ EC-Ind(d). If C, (resp. C,) is the support of 4 
(resp. $), the support off is contained in the compact mod centre set 
C;‘C,. Let x be the central character of 6. (That is, x: Z + C” is a smooth 
homomorphism, and rrl Z is a multiple of x.) Then c-Ind(o) is an 
admissible X-representation, and it is therefore supercuspidal. 
By [l, Corollary 1.11, we see -that our representation c-Ind(o) = Ind(o) 
is a (countable) direct sum of irreducible supercuspidal representations T of 
G. Frobenius Reciprocity shows that, for every such z occurring in 
c-Ind(o), r 1 L contains a copy of r~. Therefore it has a non-zero fixed vector 
for the open subgroup Ker(a). Since VKerifl) is finite-dimensional, Ind( 0) is 
indeed a finite sum of irreducible supercuspidals. We have already noted 
the final statement, so this completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
We now consider general induced representations. 
(2.3) PROPOSITION. Let G and L be as in Theorem 1, and let (a, W) be 
some irreducible smooth representation of L. Let (s, U) be a supercuspidal 
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rqrmxtation of G. The inclusion c V--+ V (i.e., c-lnd(o) + Hnd(oj) induces 
m isomorphism 
Hom,( U. r V) = Hom,( C! I’). 
Proqj: By Frobenius Reciprocity (1.~5)~ we have Hom,(Uj V) = 
Hom,( U, IV) The map Hom,( U, L1 I’) -+ Hom,( Ii. V) is certainly injective, 
so it is enough to prove 
LEMMA. Let CC: li + W be an L-homomorphism, and a:+: Li -+ i’ :he 
Seduced G-homomorphism. Then n*( U) c c t7. 
We have to show here that, if u E U, the function a,(u) E Y is compactly 
supported mod Z. Since L is open in G, any L-smooth linear functional on 
U is also G-smooth, so a: U -+ IV induces a dual map a: & -+ fi given by 
(u, !.?(I~)),,= (a(u), li’),, M E u, G E w. 
Choose a basis @,, . . . . 6, of R For g E 6, we have a,(~)( gj = 0 if and oniy 
if (x,(u)(g), w~)~-=Q for all i. However, the function 
is a coefficient of r, and its support Ci is therefore compact mod centre, for 
1< id n. The support of IX*(U) is Cr u C, v . u C,, which is therefore 
compact mod centre. This proves the lemma and with it the proposition. 
In the same direction, we have: 
(2.4) OVIPOSITION. In the situation of (2.3), /et (p, X) be an irreducible 
admissible G-subspace qf (71, c V) = c-kid(G). Then (,Q, X) k supercaspidaj 
Prooj: The inclusion X -+ c V -+ V is of the form CL * ) for some non-zero 
E E Hom,(X, W). Fix a non-zero x E X, so that U*(Y) # 0. Thus there exists 
gfG with oc,(x)(g)#O, and hence )?E I? with (oc,(x)(g), l~)j,#O. In the 
same notation as above, (cc,(x)(g), E)w= (p(g) J, E(@))XI so t 
fkient of (p, X) given by 
h +b <P(N x, E(kl>x, h E 6, 
is non-zero but compactly supported mod 27. Since (p. X) is an irrecinciMc 
admissible X-representation (where x is the central character of a), this is 
enough to show that (p, X) is supercuspidal. 
THEOREM 2, Let G be a unimodular, separable, ~ocG~.$ proJfkite gro:lp: 
and L art open subgroup of G which contains, and is compact moduiulo, the 
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centre of G. Let (c, W) be an irreducible smooth representation of L. Write 
Indz(o) = (rc, V), c-Indz(o) = (n, c V) as above. Let c V, denote the sum of 
all supercuspidal G-subspaces of c V. Then there are uniquely determined 
G-subspaces c V,, V,, of c V, V, respectively, such that 
Moreover, 
(i) c V, has no irreducible admissible G-subspace, and V, has no 
supercuspidal G-subspace; 
(ii) CVa;c V,; 
(ii) c V, is a finite sum of irreducible supercuspidal G-spaces. 
Remarks. (a) In general, the space V, will have irreducible sub- 
spaces, by Frobenius Reciprocity. On the other hand, c V, will have 
irreducible quotients, by [ 1, Theorem 1.41. 
(b) One can draw stronger conclusions when G is a p-adic reductive 
group: see Section 3. 
(c) One may replace the centre of G by a subgroup of finite index, 
just as in (2.1)(b). 
(d) We nowhere assert that the spaces c V,, c V,, V,m are necessarily 
non-zero. All possibilities can arise, after Theorem 1 is taken into account. 
(e) Assume that c V, is non-zero. The smooth representation of G 
afforded by c V, has “many” coefficients which are compactly supported 
mod centre, namely those given via (1.6) by functions @E c-Ind(r?). 
Indeed, there are enough of these to separate points on L\G, but the 
X-representation (for some x) c V, is as non-supercuspidal as possible. 
COROLLARY. Let G, L, (g, W) be as above. There exist at most finitely 
many irreducible supercuspidal representations (7, U) of G such that the 
restriction r 1 L contains a. 
ProojI Frobenius Reciprocity and Theorem 2. 
Prooj’of Theorem 2. Let V,, be the sum of all irreducible supercuspidal 
G-subspaces of V. By the injectivity property of supercuspidal representa- 
tions and a routine Zorn’s Lemma argument, we have a G-decomposition 
v= v,o v,, for some G-subspace V,. This space V, certainly has no 
supercuspidal subspace or indeed subquotient, by the projectivity property 
of supercuspidals. 
We next remark that this G-complement V, of V, in V is uniquely 
determined. Any other complement V& would be of the form V& = 
{ tl +f( v) : v E V, }, for some G-homomorphism f: V, + V,. However, any 
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such map is null, since V, has no supercuspidal subquotient, and therefore 
VI, = v,. 
By the same argument, we get a decomposition 
where c V0 is the sum of all supercuspidal subspaces of L If7 and c V, is thr: 
uniquely determined G-complement of c V, in c V. Again, ~ I’, has no 
supercuspidal subspace, and even no irreducible admissible subspace by 
y (2.3), we have c V,, = V,, and certainly c V, c V, . 
It remains only to show that c V, is admissible, for then it is a linite sum 
of supercuspidals, just as in the proof of Theorem 1. For rotational 
convenience, write Ind(5) = (p, U.), c-Ind(8) = (p, c El), etc. Under the 
entification (1.6) of (, V)- with U, we surely have 
LVO, %2)v= w= (,V,, L’::)P 
since the dual of a supercuspidal is supercuspidal. Therefore (, Vo) - = 
U,= pLr,. We iterate (using the obvious notation): 
(, V,)’ = (, U,)- = (Ind(d)), = (c-Indig)),, = c V0 
Taking fixed points under a compact open subgroup K of G, we ge; 
(, v(yr (, lq**, where, for a complex vector space X, we write X* = 
IIom,(X, C). Since G is separable, the dimension of (, VO)” is at most 
countable, and it now follows that it is finite. Thus c V, is admissible, and 
this completes the proof of Theorem 2. 
3. REMARKS ONP-ADIC REDUCTIVE CROUPS 
Wow let F be a non-Archimedean local (i.e., locally compact) field, and 
G the group of F-points of a reductive algebraic group defined over FY with 
its natural topology as a subset of some afhne space over F. As usual, we 
abbreviate all this to “let G be an F-reductive group.” In this case, one 
knows [5I] that any irreducible smooth representation of G is admissible, 
and that any admissible representation of G contains an irreducible 
G-subspace (this follows from [2, (6.3.10)]). All this allows us to make a 
more definitive statement in Theorem 2. 
THEOREM 2 supp. Suppose, in the context of Theorem 2, that G is m 
F-reductive group, for some non-archimedean Iocai field F. Thezen the space 
c V, contains no non-zero admissible (hence no irreducible) G-subspace. 
The supplement o Theorem 1 is more substantial. 
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THEOREM 1 supp. Suppose, in the context of Theorem 1, that G is an 
F-reductive group, for some non-Archimedean local field F. Then, if (a, W) 
satisfies the conditions (it(iv), it also satisfies: 
(v) for any proper parabolic subgroup P of G, with unipotent radical 
N = N(P), the restricted representation [T 1 (L n N) does not contain the 
trivial representation. 
If G = GL,,(F), then the converse also holds. 
ProoJ: Take P and N as in (v). As usual, let V(N) be the subspace of 
V consisting of those v for which there exists a compact open subgroup 
N’ = N’(v) of N satisfying 
s 
x(n) vdn=O. (3.1) 
N’ 
Here, dn is some Haar measure on N. Note that if N” is some compact 
open subgroup of N which contains N’, then (3.1) implies 
s 
n(n) ~7 dn = 0 
N” 
also. In our present situation, I’(N) consists of those functions 4 E c V= V 
for which there exists N’ = N’(b) such that 
I N,q5(gn)dn=0 forail gEG. 
By [2, (5.3.1)], condition (iv) of Theorem 1 implies 
V(N) = V for aN P. (3.2) 
Now write NO = Nn L, and suppose that IV contains a non-zero a(N,)- 
fixed vector it’,,. Define a function 4:-G --) W by 
Then 4 E V and, for g E G, we have 
if ire-L 
otherwise, 
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where p is the measure of NO with respect to &. Now let N’ be any 
compact open subgroup of N containing NO. We have 
= 
.I 
d(n) dn = pwO # 0. ,~ 
0 
Thus 4 does not lie in V(N), and this contradicts (3.2); 
Now let G = GL,(F), and let o be the discrete valuation ring in 2.7 
Suppose that g satisfies (v). If L = F x GL,(o), our assertion is to be found 
in [4, p. 1521. To treat the general case, write 
K, = W,(o)> L,=F” .K(J. 
The group L. has a unique maximal compact subgroup, which we denote 
by K. After a conjugation, we may assume that Kc &. Put 
L, = S; x Kc L. The representation 
o,=Ind$olL,) 
is a finite sum of irreducible representations, and IndF(o) is a subrepresen- 
tation of IndzJo,). So, we just have that every irreducible component of 
Indz(a,) satisfies (v). Further, we need only do this under the extra 
assumption that P is a maximal parabolic subgroup of 6. So, we are 
reduced to proving: 
LEMMA. Let P be a maximal proper parabolic subgroup of G, and N the 
unipotent radical of P. The representation (rO j (L, n N) does i~ot contain the 
triuial representation. 
PYOG~ We are effectively dealing with representations of k&e groups, 
so we can use Clifford theory. 
For MEL,, we have N n L,, n xL,x-’ = xJ.CINx n L, n L,) x- = 
~(x-~Nxn L:) . .-I. However, .u~‘Nx is the unipotent radical of a proper 
parabolic subgroup of G, and x ~ ‘Nx n El = x -“Nx n K= x-“Nx n L. 
Thus 
and this does not contain the trivial representation 
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The converse statement of Theorem 1 supp certainly holds more 
generally. It is proved in [3, p. Zg] under the hypothesis that G is any 
F-reductive group, but with restrictions on the subgroup L. One can loosen 
these restrictions via elementary arguments of the above type, but this 
method does not yield a completely general result. We do not pursue this 
matter. 
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